INTRODUCTION
For an unknown reason the geophysical industry appears to have grown up with some misconceptions on the reflective properties of socalled thin beds. What is the reflective behavior of thin beds? How thin must the bed be before the reflection has negligible amplitude? Our purpose is to consider such questions in elementary terms. phase shift between I& and the mean of R, and -RR?, the phase being advanced in time (2) Correspondingly, whereas RI exhibits an "M" form of character (when considering strongest peaks and trough), Rd has an "S" form of character (when considering strongest peak and trough). ing the time derivative wavelet, its amplitude was increased by a constant factor to match the amplitude of the reflection on the trace, and the onset of the time derivative wavelet was located at the mean of the onset times of RI and R?.) Thus, insofar as bed thickness alone is concerned, the character of the reflections is indistinguishable for beds whose thickness is less than about Xb/8. For that reason it is appropriate to define a thin bed as one whose thickness is less than about XJ8. Two-way time through a thin bed would then be less than about r/1. A bed that is thin for one frequency is, of course, not necessarily thin for a higher frequency. The above conditions apply only to thin beds for which the t\vo media bounding the bed have the same acoustic impedance. The relations do not apply when the trvo bounding media have appreciably different acoustic impedance, since in that case not onl!. is a thin bed involved but also an acoustic chank:e in the absence of the thin bed. It is then generally sufficiently accurate to consider that the reflection from the bed is a composite of the following two reflections: (1) the reference reflection, i.e., the reflection which would result in the absence of the thin bed, and (2) the time-derivative type of reflection associated with the thin bed itself, for which the acoustic impedance above and below the bed is the same and is equal to the acoustic impedance of the medium \vhich the bed replaces. The effect of the thin bed may then be reckoned in terms of the relative strength and phase relation between the reference reflection and the time-derivative reflection. The relation may be shown readily by vectorial representation. 
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